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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ACQUIRING AVAILABLE CHANNEL
INFORMATION IN A WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a wireless local area network (WLAN), and

more particularly, to methods and apparatuses for acquiring/providing available channel

information in a wireless local area network (WLAN).

Discussion of the Related Art

[0002] The standard for a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technology is

established by IEEE 802.11 standard association. IEEE 802.11a/b among IEEE 802.11

standards provides 1 1 Mbps (IEEE 802.11b) or 54 Mbps (IEEE 802.11a) transmission

efficiency using unlicensed band on 2.4. GHz or 5 GHz frequency band. IEEE 802. llg,

adapting OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Divisional Multiplexing) technology, provides 54

Mbps transmission efficiency. And, IEEE 802.11 η, adapting MIMO-OFDM technology,

provides 300 Mbps transmission efficiency for 4 spatial streams. IEEE 802.11η provides 40

MHz channel bandwidth, and in this case it provides up to 600 Mbps transmission efficiency.

[0003] Now, a standard for regulating the WLAN operation in TV White Space is

under establishment, as IEEE 802.11af.

[0004] TV Whitespace includes channels allocated to broadcast TV, which are

permitted to be used by cognitive radio device. TV White Space may include UHF band and

VHF band. The spectrum not used by a licensed device (hereinafter, can be called as 'White

Space') can be used by an unlicensed device. The frequency band permitted to be used by

unlicensed device can be differently defined for each country. Generally, this frequency



band comprises 54 - 698 MHz (US, Korea), and some of this frequency band can't be used

for the unlicensed device. Here, 'licensed device' means a device of the user permitted in

this frequency band, and can be differently called as 'primary user', or 'incumbent user'.

Hereinafter, the term of 'incumbent user' can be collectively used for these terms.

[0005] Unlicensed device should provide a protection mechanism for the incumbent

user. That is, the unlicensed device should stop using a specific channel, when an

incumbent user, such as wireless microphone, is using that specific channel. For this

purpose, spectrum sensing mechanism is required. Spectrum sensing mechanism comprises

Energy Detection scheme, Feature Detection scheme, etc. By using this mechanism,

unlicensed device determines that the channel is used by an incumbent user, when the

strength of the primary signal is greater than a predetermined level, or when DTV (Digital

Television) Preamble is detected. And, the unlicensed device (station or Access Point) shall

lower its transmission power, when it is detected that the neighboring channel, next to the

channel used by the unlicensed device, is used by the incumbent user.

[0006] Further, the unlicensed device should search for a network to be connected in

a specific channel in TVWS. As stated above, the unlicensed device is permitted to operate

only within available channels not used by the incumbent user.

[0007] For these purpose, the unlicensed device, which wishes to use the TV White

Space (TVWS), shall acquire information for available channel list at its location. However,

individual sensing mechanism takes significant time and consume huge amount of power,

thus it is needed for the unlicensed device to acquire the available channel information more

effectively.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0008] One aspect of the present invention is for providing a method and an

apparatus for effectively acquiring available channel information from a TV band database.

Some examples for this aspect are for acquiring available channel information as a White

Space Map (WSM) from a station which can access a regulatory database. Some examples

for this aspect are for effectively acquiring WSM using Generic Advertisement Service

(GAS) protocol.

[0009] The object of the present invention is not limited the above stated objects, but

includes various objects recited or apparent in/from the detailed description of the present

invention.

Technical Solution

[0010] One aspect of the present invention provides a method for a non-AP (Access

Point) station, operating as an unlicensed device in a White Space where the unlicensed

device is permitted to operate within available channels not used by a licensed device, to

retrieve information for the available channels from an AP station. The method comprises:

transmitting a request frame to the AP station, wherein the request frame comprises an

identifier indicating a specific protocol related to an operation within the White Space,

wherein the AP station has a capability to acquire the information for the available channels

from a database using the specific protocol; and receiving a response frame comprising a

White Space Map (WSM) using the specific protocol from the AP station, wherein the WSM

comprises the information for the available channels, wherein the WSM comprises frequency



information for the available channels.

[001 1] The WS may comprises one or more white space channel units, and each of

the white space channel units comprises a channel number field indicating one of the

available channels and a power constraint field indicating a maximum allowable power on

the indicated channel.

[0012] The request frame may comprise a probe request frame, and the response

frame may comprise a probe response frame.

[0013] In the other hand, the request frame may comprise a Generic Advertisement

Service (GAS) initial request frame, and the response frame may comprise a GAS initial

response frame. In this case, the GAS initial request frame may comprise an Advertisement

Protocol Element whose element ID indicates the specific protocol. .

[0014] The specific protocol may comprise Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP).

In this case, the GAS initial request frame may further comprise an ANQP element whose

information ID indicates a TV White Space (TVWS) access element. The GAS initial

response frame may further comprise an ANQP element whose information ID indicates a TV

White Space (TVWS) access element. Specifically, the TVWS access element in the GAS

initial response frame may comprise: and a database access time field indicating when the AP

station accessed the database to get the WSM; and one or more white space channel units

corresponding to the WSM.

[0015] The GAS initial response frame may further comprise information on a

location of the AP station, and information on a coverage within which the WSM is valid.

[00 16] Another aspect of the present invention



[0017] provides a non-AP (Access Point) station, operating as an unlicensed device

in a White Space where the unlicensed device is permitted to operate within available

channels not used by a licensed device, for receiving information for the available channels

from an AP station. The non-AP station comprises: a transmitter configured for transmitting

a request frame to the AP station, wherein the request frame comprises an identifier indicating

a specific protocol related to an operation within the White Space, wherein the AP station has

a capability to acquire the information for the available channels from a database using the

specific protocol; and a receiver configured for receiving a response frame comprising a

White Space Map (WSM) from the AP station using the specific protocol, wherein the WSM

comprises the information for the available channels, wherein the WSM comprises frequency

information for the available channels.

[0018] The WSM may comprises one or more white space channel units, and each of

the white space channel units comprises a channel number field indicating one of the

available channels and a power constraint field indicating a maximum allowable power on

the indicated channel.

[0019]

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further

understanding of the invention, illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the

description serve to explain the principle of the invention.

[0021] In the drawings:



[0022] Fig. 1 shows an exemplary architecture of IEEE 802.11 system,

[0023] Fig. 2 is another exemplary architecture of IEEE 802.11 system in which the

DS, DSM and AP components are added to the IEEE 802.11 architecture picture,

[0024] Fig. 3 shows another exemplary architecture of IEEE 802.11 system for

explaining the concept of ESS,

[0025] Fig. 4 shows exemplary system architecture for better understanding the

WLAN system,

[0026] Fig. 5 shows channels defined in 2.4 GHz band for WLAN operation,

[0027] Figs. 6 and 7 show examples for the channel granularity relationship between

TV channel and WLAN channel,

[0028] Fig. 8 shows a situation when a primary signal having a bandwidth less than 1

MHz is present,

[0029] Fig. 9 schematically shows the passive scanning scheme according to one

embodiment of the present invention,

[0030] Fig. 10 schematically shows the active scanning scheme according to another

embodiment of the present invention,

[0031] Fig. 11 shows another example of a proposed white space scanning

mechanism of the present invention.

[0032] Figs. 12 and 13 show an example of a White Space Map request management

frame structure and a White Space Map response management frame structure, respectively.

[0033] Fig. 14 shows a transmission mechanism of White Space Map announcement

Frame between STAs according to one aspect of the present invention,



[0034] Figs. 15 and 16 show an example of the Advertisement Protocol Information

Element format and Advertisement Protocol Tuplet format within the Advertisement Protocol

Information Element format,

[0035] Fig. 17 shows an example of Advertisement Protocol IDs,

[0036] Fig. 18 shows the format of Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) element,

[0037] Fig. 19 shows an example of TVWS Access format,

[0038] Fig. 20 shows an example of TVWS Protocol frame to be used for requesting

the WSM to the TV band database,

[0039] Fig. 2 1 shows the TV band response frame returned in response to the TV

Band Database Request,

[0040] Fig. 22 shows an example of a format for a White Space Channel Unit of the

TV band database response frame,

[0001] FIG. 23 is a schematic block diagram of wireless apparatuses implementing

exemplary embodiments of the present invention.

[0041] Fig. 24 shows an exemplary structure of processor of STA apparatus

according to one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0042] Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments of the present

invention, examples of which are illustrated with the accompanying drawings. Wherever



possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the

same or like parts.

[0043] Prior to describing the present invention, it should be noted that most terms

disclosed in the present invention correspond to general terms well known in the art, but

some terms have been selected by the applicant as necessary and will hereinafter be disclosed

in the following description of the present invention. Therefore, it is preferable that the

terms defined by the applicant be understood on the basis of their meanings in the present

invention.

[0044] For the convenience of description and better understanding of the present

invention, general structures and devices well known in the art will be omitted or be denoted

by a block diagram or a flow chart.

[0045] First of all, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) system in which

embodiments of the present invention can be applied is explained.

[0046] Fig. 1 shows an exemplary architecture of IEEE 802.1 1 system.

[0047] The IEEE 802.1 1 architecture consists of several components that interact to

provide a WLAN that supports STA (station) mobility transparently to upper layers. The

basic service set (BSS) is the basic building block of an IEEE 802.11 LAN. Fig. 1 shows

two BSSs, each of which has two STAs that are members of the BSS. It is useful to think of

the ovals used to depict a BSS as the coverage area within which the member STAs of the

BSS may remain in communication. (The concept of area, while not precise, is often good

enough.) This area is called the Basic Service Area (BSA). If a STA moves out of its

BSA, it can no longer directly communicate with other STAs present in the BSA.



[0048] The independent BSS (IBSS) is the most basic type of IEEE 802.1 1 LAN.

A minimum IEEE 802.1 1 LAN may consist of only two STAs. Since the BSSs shown in

Fig. 1 are simple and lack other components (contrast this with Fig. 2), the two can be taken

to be representative of two IBSSs. This mode of operation is possible when IEEE 802.1 1

STAs are able to communicate directly. Because this type of IEEE 802.1 1 LAN is often

formed without pre-planning, for only as long as the LAN is needed, this type of operation is

often referred to as an ad hoc network.

[0049] A STA's membership in a BSS is dynamic (STAs turn on, turn off, come

within range, and go out of range). To become a member of a BSS, a STA joins the BSS

using the synchronization procedure. To access all the services of an infrastructure BSS, a

STA shall become "associated." These associations are dynamic and involve the use of the

distribution system service (DSS).

[0050] Fig. 2 is another exemplary architecture of IEEE 802.1 1 system in which the

DS, DSM and AP components are added to the IEEE 802.1 1 architecture picture.

[0051] PHY limitations determine the direct station-to-station distance that may be

supported. For some networks, this distance is sufficient; for other networks, increased

coverage is required. Instead of existing independently, a BSS may also form a component of

an extended form of network that is built with multiple BSSs. The architectural component

used to interconnect BSSs is the DS (Distribution System).

[0052] IEEE Std 802.1 1 logically separates the WM (wireless Medium) from the

distribution system medium (DSM). Each logical medium is used for different purposes, by

a different component of the architecture. The IEEE 802.11 definitions neither preclude,



nor demand, that the multiple media be either the same or different.

[0053] Recognizing that the multiple media are logically different is the key to

understanding the flexibility of the architecture. The IEEE 802.1 1 LAN architecture is

specified independently of the physical characteristics of any specific implementation.

[0054] The DS enables mobile device support by providing the logical services

necessary to handle address to destination mapping and seamless integration of multiple

BSSs.

[0055] An access point (AP) is any entity that has STA functionality and enables

access to the DS, via the WM for associated STAs.

[0056] Data move between a BSS and the DS via an AP. Note that all APs are also

STAs; thus they are addressable entities. The addresses used by an AP for communication

on the WM and on the DSM are not necessarily the same.

[0057] Data sent to the AP's STA address by one of the STAs associated with it are

always received at the uncontrolled port for processing by the IEEE 802. IX port access entity.

In addition, if the controlled port is authorized, these frames conceptually transit the DS.

[0058] Hereinafter, Extended Service Set (ESS) for a large coverage network is

explained.

[0059] Fig. 3 shows another exemplary architecture of IEEE 802.1 1 system for

explaining the concept of ESS.

[0060] The DS and BSSs allow IEEE Std 802.1 1 to create a wireless network of

arbitrary size and complexity. IEEE Std 802.1 1 refers to this type of network as the ESS

network. An ESS is the union of the BSSs connected by a DS. The ESS does not include



the DS. The key concept is that the ESS network appears the same to an LLC (logical link

control) layer as an IBSS network. STAs within an ESS may communicate and mobile

STAs may move from one BSS to another (within the same ESS) transparently to LLC.

[0061] Nothing is assumed by IEEE Std 802.1 1 about the relative physical locations

of the BSSs in Fig. 3. All of the following are possible:

[0062] The BSSs may partially overlap. This is commonly used to arrange

contiguous coverage within a physical volume.

[0063] The BSSs could be physically disjoint. Logically there is no limit to the

distance between BSSs.

[0064] The BSSs may be physically collocated. This may be done to provide

redundancy.

[0065] One (or more) IBSS or ESS networks may be physically present in the same

space as one (or more) ESS networks. This may arise for a number of reasons. Some

examples are when an ad hoc network is operating in a location that also has an ESS network,

when physically overlapping IEEE 802.1 1 networks have been set up by different

organizations, and when two or more different access and security policies are needed in the

same location.

[0066] Fig. 4 shows exemplary system architecture for better understanding the

WLAN system.

[0067] As can be understood, Fig. 4 is an example of infrastructure BSS including

DS. And BSS 1 and BSS 2 consist of ESS. In WLAN system, a STA is a device operating

according to MAC/PHY regulation of IEEE 802.1 1, and includes an AP STA and non-AP



STA, such a laptop computer, mobile phone, etc. Usually, the device which a user directly

handles is non-AP STA. Hereinafter, non-AP STA can be differently called as (terminal),

WTRU (Wireless Transmit/Receive Unit), User Equipment (UE), Mobile Station (MS),

Mobile Terminal, Mobile Subscriber Unit, etc. AP can corresponds to Base Station (BS),

Node-B, BTS (Base Transceiver System), or Femto BS in another field of wireless

communication.

[0068] Hereinafter, one example for a mechanism to acquire available channel

information from a regulatory database is explained. This mechanism is related to a

mechanism in which the unlicensed device efficiently finds the network to be connected.

[0069] In order to operate in TVWS as an unlicensed device, a STA should find the

network to be connected. This type of process may be called as 'scanning'. If we assume

that the channel bandwidth used for by the IEEE 802.1 1 TVWS protocol in TVWS is the

same as the channel bandwidth used by Digital TV (DTV), the channel bandwidth of each

channel shall be 6 MHz. For IEEE 802.1 1 operation in 2.4 GHz and 5GHz, the channel

bandwidth is 20MHz. This means that there are a lot more channels to be scanned by a STA

in TVWS than the channels in 2.4GHz and/or 5 GHz. This can significantly increase the

scanning time and power consumption for a STA to find the network to be connected.

[0070] Also, in order to operate in TVWS as an unlicensed device, a STA should

have a mechanism for protecting the incumbent user. The most casual approach to find the

available channel in TVWS is performing, at the STA, 'sensing' to find whether there is an

incumbent user operates on a specific channel. (It should be noted that the term 'sensing' is



for finding whether there is a primary signal on a specific channel, that is, for finding the

available channel, while the term 'scanning' is for finding the network to be connected.)

Another approach is accessing the external regulatory domain database (DB) to find the

available channel list in TVWS. For the TVWS, the external regulatory DB can be TV band

database. The DB can include information for scheduling of licensed users at a specific

geographic location. Therefore, one example of the present invention proposes an AP STA

(an enabling STA) to access via internet to the regulatory domain database and acquire the

available channel list at its own geographic location, and to deliver this available channel lists

to other STAs, rather than each of the STAs perform sensing every channels to find whether

they are available or not. In this document, information for the available channel list from

the regulatory domain database may be called as 'White Space Map (WSM)'.

[0071] It should be noted that available channels in TVWS are different from each

other based on a geographical location. Therefore, it is preferable for the AP STA which

providing the WSM to other STAs to incorporate its own location information in the WSM.

For this, the AP STA according to this example should have GPS receiver or the equivalent

to acquire its own geographical location information. This location information may

include information for latitude, longitude, and altitude in a form of (x, y, z).

[0072] Further, it is possible that the received WSM, received from the AP STA by a

specific STA, is not valid, when the distance between the AP STA and the specific STA is

very far. Therefore, it is preferable for the AP STA to incorporate coverage information in

the WSM. This coverage information can be used as a parameter indicating how far the

received WSM is valid from the location of the AP STA.



[0073] As explained here, if a STA acquires the available channel list to operate in

TVWS as the WSM, the STA need not perform scanning on a channel identified as not

available by WSM. Therefore, acquiring the WSM from DB and delivering this WSM can

efficiently reduce the scanning time and power consumption.

[0074] Here, one example of the present invention proposes the WSM indicating the

list of available channels with the first channel granularity, while the second channel

granularity is used for the WLAN operation. This is explained with regards to Figs. 5 - 8.

[0075] Fig. 5 shows channels defined in 2.4 GHz band for WLAN operation.

[0076] As shown in Fig. 5, there are 14 channels for WLAN operation in 2.4 GHz

band. Each of the channels has center frequency at 2.412, 2.417, 2.422, 2.472 GHz.

And, orthogonal channels which do not overlap each other are used for WLAN operation.

In Fig. 5, channels 1, 6 and 11 can be used for WLAN operation. Fig. 5 shows each channel

span over 22 MHz, however it is actually 20 MHz used for WLAN operation. (20MHz

channel granularity)

[0077] Depending on the country, the channels used for WLAN operation can be

different. For example, channels 1-1 1 are used for WLAN operation in North America.

Example shown in Fig. 5 is for 20 MHz channel granularity for WLAN operation. However,

IEEE 802.1 1 PHY can use 5, 10, 20 and 40 MHz granularity using deferent sample rates.

[0078] Figs. 6 and 7 show examples for the channel granularity relationship between

TV channel and WLAN channel.

[0079] As stated above, TV band database has available channel information with 6

MHz TV channel. Thus, if the WSM is designed to indicate available channel with 5 MHz



(or 10/20/40 MHz) for WLAN operation, it may cost to modify the information already in the

TV band database. Therefore, one example of the present invention propose the WSM

indicating available TV channels with 6 MHz channel granularity, and the WLAN STA

receiving the WSM and operating as an unlicensed device operates using 5 MHz (or 10/20/40

MHz) channel granularity. Figs. 6 and 7 show examples for 5 MHz and 20 MHz channel

granularities for WLAN operation, while the WSM indicates the available TV channels.

[0080] Further, even when we modifies the channel granularity from the TV band

database, it is not efficient to design available channels with granularity of 5/10/20/40 MHz.

Rather, one example of the present invention proposes to use smaller channel granularity,

such as 1 MHz, for the WSM. Fig. 8 shows the benefit of this example.

[0081] There is a situation when a primary signal having a bandwidth less than 1

MHz (for example, microphone signal) is present as shown in Fig. 8. In this case, the whole

of 6 MHz TV channel, within which the primary signal is detected or database may indicate

that the lMHz is occupied by the primary signal, can be treated as unavailable. This can

waist the frequency resource. However, if the WSM indicates available channel with 1

MHz channel granularity, 5 MHz WLAN channel can be established as shown in Fig. 8, thus,

according to this example, we can efficiently use the available frequency resource.

[0082] Based on this, the scanning process according to one aspect of the present

invention will be disclosed. In IEEE 802.1 1, there are two types of scanning process. One

is a passive scanning process, and the other is an active scanning process. Two types of

scanning processes according to one aspect of the present invention are explained.



[0083] Fig. 9 schematically shows the passive scanning scheme according to one

embodiment of the present invention.

[0084] In the passive scanning scheme, the scanning STA waits for a beacon frame

while moving each channel on a channel list. The channel list specifies a list of channels

that are examined when scanning for a BSS. In present embodiment, the list of channels to

be examined is restricted to the available channel list identified by WSM to reduce the

scanning time.

[0085] The beacon frame, one of management frames in IEEE 802.1 1, is periodically

transmitted to inform about the presence of a wireless network, allow the scanning STA to

search for the wireless network to join it. In an infrastructure network, an access point (AP)

serves to periodically transmit the beacon frame.

[0086] When the scanning STA receives the beacon frame, it buffers the beacon

frame to acquire information about a BSS, and records the beacon frame information in each

channel while moving channels within the available channels identified by the received or

acquired WSM.

[0087] With reference to FIG. 9, assume that a scanning STA 220 is a laptop

computer equipped with IEEE 802.1 1 communication module. Also, assume that the

scanning STA 220 operates as a non-AP STA, which was enabled and receives WSM

comprising available channel list in TVWS from an enabling STA or an AP.

[0088] A scanning STA 220 performs channel scanning in a particular channel

within the available channels according to the passive scanning scheme. If the scanning

STA 220 receives a beacon frame 215 transmitted by an API 210 of a BSS1 and a beacon



frame 225 transmitted by an AP2 220 of a BSS2, but not a beacon frame 235 transmitted by

an AP3 230 of a BSS3, the scanning STA 220 performs buffering that the two BSSs (BSS1

and BSS2) have been discovered from a current channel and moves to another channel.

Repeatedly performing this process, the scanning STA 220 performs scanning on every

channel within the available channels identified by the WSM. Since, the scanning STA 220

needs not to perform scanning on channels identified as not available by WSM, the scanning

time can be reduced significantly.

[0089] Fig. 10 schematically shows the active scanning scheme according to another

embodiment of the present invention.

[0090] In the active scanning scheme, the scanning STA transmits a probe request

frame, a management frame, transmitted to probe into an AP present nearby while moving

each channel on the channel list, and waits for a pertinent response. In present embodiment,

the channel list is restricted to the available channel list identified by WSM to reduce the

scanning time.

[0091] In response to the probe request frame, a responder transmits a probe response

frame to the scanning STA. Here, the responder refers to an STA which has finally

transmitted a beacon frame in a BSS of a channel which was being scanned. In an

infrastructure BSS, an AP transmits a beacon frame, so the AP can be the responder, while in

an IBSS, STAs within the IBSS transmits a beacon frame by turns, so a responder can be not

fixed.

[0092] With reference to FIG. 10, assume that a scanning STA 300 is a laptop

computer equipped with IEEE 802.1 communication module. Also, assume that the



scanning STA 300 operates as a non-AP STA, which was enabled and receives WSM

comprising available channel list in TVWS from an enabling STA or an AP.

[0093] When a scanning STA 300 transmits a probe request frame 305, a first

responder 310 of the BSS1 and a second responder 320 of the BSS2, which have listened to it,

unicast a first probe response frame 315 and a second probe response frame 325 to the

scanning STA 300, respectively. Upon receiving the first and second probe response frames

315 and 325, the scanning STA 300 buffers BSS-related information from the received probe

response frames, moves to a next channel, and performs scanning on the next channel in the

same manner. As stated above, since the scanning STA 300 needs not to perform scanning

on channels identified as not available by WSM, the scanning time can be reduced

significantly. The probe response frame may further comprise AP's capability information

element, HT operation element, EDCA parameter set element, etc.

[0094] Figs. 11 and 12 show an example of a WSM request management frame

structure and a WSM response management frame structure, respectively.

[0095] As shown in Fig. 11, the WSM request management frame may includes a

Regulatory Class Element indicating a spectrum band for which the WSM is requested. By

indicating the spectrum band using the Regulatory Class Element, the WSM request

management frafne can be used to request available channel information for a spectrum band

not presently used by the non-AP STA. And, as shown in Fig. 12, the WSM response

management frame may include a WSM Element indicating frequency information for

available channels within the spectrum band indicated by the Regulatory Class Element of

the WSM request management frame. The WSM may comprises one or more white space



channel units, and each of the white space channel units comprises a channel number field

indicating one of the available channels and a power constraint field indicating a maximum

allowable power on the indicated channel. However, in another example of the present

invention, the WSM may indicate the presence or the absence of the incumbent user .

[0096] Another aspect of the invention will be discussed.

[0097] AP STA shall update WSM, when there is a mismatch between the WSM

from DB access and the report from any other STA, and when there is a channel identified as

available by WSM, but this channel is used or scheduled to be used for TV broadcasting.

And, one example of the present invention proposes the AP STA to transmit the updated

WSM to non-AP STA(s), whenever the information from the regulatory domain database is

updated, and the AP STA retrieves the updated available channel information from the DB.

The AP STA can transmit the updated WSM via the above explained beacon frame or probe

response frame.

[0098] Non-AP STA is proposed to transmit the updated WSM via White Space Map

Announcement Frame, which will be explained below.

[0099] Fig. 13 shows a transmission mechanism of White Space Map announcement

Frame between STAs according to one aspect of the present invention.

[00100] In Fig. 13, STA A and STA B may comprise SME (Station Management

Entity) and MLME (MAC Layer Management Entity). First, SME of STA A may transmit

MLME-WSM.request to MLME of STA A. This primitive is for requesting MLME of STA

to transmit White Space Map announcement frame to other STA. The MLME-

WSM.request may comprise MAC address of STA B and (updated) WSM. MLME of STA



A, receiving the MLME-WSM.request from SME, may generate White Space Map

announcement frame, and transmit it to MLME of STA B. In this example, the White Space

Map Announcement frame generated by MLME of STAA comprises (updated) WSM.

[00101] MLME of STA B, receiving White Space Map announcement frame

comprising (updated) WSM from MLME of STA A, may indicate this to SME using MLME-

WSM.indication. MLME-WSM.indication primitive may comprise MAC address of STA A

and (updated) WSM. For the example for WSM update, where non-AP STA updates WSM,

STA A is non-AP STA, thus MLME-WSM.indication may comprise address of non-AP STA

MAC entity. SME of STA B, receiving MLME-WSM.indication, controls STA B to operate

only within the available channels identified by the received WSM.

[00102] In summary, the STA can transmit (updated) WSM to a another STA via at

least one of beacon frame, probe response frame, and White Space Map Announcement frame.

When the STA is non-AP STA, the STA may transmit (updated) WSM via White Space Map

Announcement frame.

[00103] As stated above, some embodiments of the present invention are for acquiring

WSM using GAS protocol. Fur these embodiments, interworking service in WLAN system

with a relation to the GAS protocol is explained.

[00104] The Interworking Service allows non-AP STAs to access services provided by

an external network according to the subscription or other characteristics of that external

network. An IEEE 802.11 non-AP STA may have a subscription relationship with an

external network, e.g., with an SSPN (Subscription Service Provider Network).



[00105] An overview of the interworking functions addressed in this mechanism is

provided below:

— Network Discovery and Selection (Generic Advertisement Service (GAS))

• Discovery of suitable networks through the advertisement of channel availability

information, access network type, roaming consortium and venue information, via

management frames

• Selection of a suitable IEEE 802.1 1 infrastructure using advertisement services (e.g.,

an IEEE 802.21 Information Server) in the BSS or in an external network reachable

via the BSS

• Selection of an SSPN or External Network with its corresponding IEEE 802.1 1

infrastructure

— Emergency Services

• Emergency Call support

— QoS Map distribution

— SSPN Interface service between the AP and the SSPN

[00106] More detailed information for this interworking mechanism is described in

IEEE 802. l l u Standard.

[00107] The Generic Advertisement Service (GAS) can be used by a STA to provide

support for the network selection process and as a conduit for communication by a non-AP

STA with other information resources in a network before joining the wireless LAN.

[00108] The Interworking Service supports Emergency Services (ES) by providing



methods for users to access emergency services via the IEEE 802.1 1 infrastructure,

advertising that emergency services are supported, and identifying that a traffic stream is used

for emergency services.

[00109] The Interworking Service provides QoS mapping for SSPNs and other

external networks. Since each SSPN or other external network may have its own layer-3

end-to-end packet marking practice (e.g., DSCP usage conventions), a means to re-map the

layer-3 service levels to a common over-the-air service level is necessary. The QoS Map

service provides STAs a mapping of network-layer QoS packet marking to over-the-air QoS

frame marking (i.e., user priority).

[001 10] The SSPN Interface service supports service provisioning and transfer of user

permissions from the SSPN to the AP. The method and protocol by which these

permissions are transferred from the SSPN are out of scope of this explanation.

[001 11] One embodiment of the present invention proposes that non-AP STA uses the

above explained GAS protocol to acquire the WSM information from the AP STA. A STA

supporting GAS protocol can transmit an Interworking Element via a beacon frame or probe

response frame. Advertisement Protocol IDs, which the STA supports, are transmitted via

an Advertisement Protocol Information Element. This Advertisement Protocol Information

Element can be transmitted via a beacon frame or a probe response frame.

[001 12] Figs. 14 and 15 show an example of the Advertisement Protocol Information

Element format and Advertisement Protocol Tuplet format within the Advertisement Protocol

Information Element format.



[001 13] Element ID filed of the Advertisement Protocol Information Element indicates

that the present IE is the Advertisement Protocol Information Element. As shown in Fig. 14,

the Advertisement Protocol Information Element comprises a plurality of Advertisement

Protocol Tuplets (e.g. Advertisement Protocol Tuplet #1, Advertisement Protocol Tuplet #2,

Advertisement Protocol Tuplet #n in Fig. 14). Length field indicates the length of this

IE.

[001 14] Each of the Advertisement Protocol Tuplets within the Advertisement

Protocol Information Element has a forat as shown in Fig. 15.

[001 15] Query Response Length Limit field of the Advertisement Protocol Tuplet

indicates the maximum number of octets a STA will transmit in the Query Response field. Bit

7 of the Advertisement Protocol Tuplet indicates the Pre-Association Message Exchanging

BSSID Independent (PAME-BI) bit, used by an AP to indicate whether the Advertisement

Server, which is the non-AP STA's peer for this Advertisement Protocol, will return a Query

Response which is independent of the BSSID used for the GAS frame exchange.

Advertisement Protocol ID field of Fig. 15 indicates Advertisement Protocol ID the STA

supports.

[001 16] Fig. 16 shows an example of Advertisement Protocol IDs.

[001 17] As shown in Fig. 16, when the value of the Advertisement Protocol ID field of

the Advertisement Protocol Tuplet equals to 0, it indicates the STA supports Access Network

Query Protocol (ANQP). In one embodiment of the present invention proposes non-AP

STA to use ANQP to request WSM to the AP STA, and the AP STA responds to this request



also using ANQP. Hereinafter, Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) elements are

explained.

[001 18] Fig. 17 shows the format of Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) element.

[001 19] As shown in Fig. 17, Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) elements are

defined to have a common format consisting of a 2-octet Infomation ID field, a 2-octet length

field, and a variable-length element-specific information field. Each element is assigned a

unique Information ID as defined in this embodiment.

[00120] Each ANQP element is assigned a unique 2-octet Information ID. The set of

valid Information IDs are defined in the following Table 1.

[Table 1]



Domain Name list 267

Emergency Alert Identifier URI 268

TDLS Discovery 269

'White Space Access

Reserved 271-
56796

Access Network Query Protocol vendor-specific list 56797

Reserved 56798 -
65535

[00121] In this example of Table 1, Information ID of 270 indicates

which will be further explained.

[00122] The Length field specifies the number of octets in the Information field. The

ANQP elements that may be configured are shown in Table 1. If information is not

configured for a particular ANQP element, then a query for that element will return that

element with all optional fields not present.

[00123] The TVWS Access element provides a simple mechanism to exchange

information with an external database for TVWS operation. The format of this element is

provided in Fig. 18.

[00124] Fig. 18 shows an example of TVWS Access format.

[00125] The Length field of TVWS Access is a 2-octet field and indicates the lengh of

the TVWS Protocol frame. The TVWS Protocol frame is defined based on whether this



TVWS Access is a TV band database request or a TV band database response.

[00126] To send TV band database requests to the TV band database, the TV Band

Database Request frame is sent from the STA, using a TVWS Protocol frame as shown in Fig.

19.

[00127] Fig. 19 shows an example of TVWS (Regulatory) Protocol frame to be used

for requesting the WSM to the Regulatory Database or geo-location data base .

[00128] The Location is a variable length field which contains a location report of the

STA. As stated above, if an AP STA is requesting the WSM to the database, the AP STA

uses this field to indicate its own geographical location. However, a STA may include

location information of another STA. In this case, the requesting STA is requesting the

WSM for another STA. Further, a STA may include location information for location in the

future. That is, if the STA is scheduled to be located at a specific location at specific time,

the STAmay include location information for the specific time.

[00129] The Regulatory Database Address is a variable length field used to indicate a

network address to which a database request can be sent, typically a URI formatted in

accordance with RFC 3986. The Regulatory Access Time field is a variable octet length

field used to request information at a future time. In consideration of forward compatibility,

the database can be a different database other than TV band database. Thus, this Regulatory

Database Address field can also be used to identify the type of the database.

[00130] As shown in Fig. 19, Location field, Regulatory database address field, and

Regulatory access time field are optional. Further, the TVWS (Regulatory) Protocol frame



may further comprise device identification information (not shown in Fig. 19). By using

this device identification information together with the location information, non-AP STAcan

operate as an AP STA. Therefore, one example of the present invention propose a TVWS

Protocol frame structure further including a length field to indicate the length of this frame.

[00131] On the other hand, the TV band (Regulatory) database response frame

provides a list of identified available channels and its maximum allowed transmission power

obtained from Regulatory database. The TV band (Regulatory) response frame returned in

response to the TV Band (Regulatory) Database Request is shown in Fig. 20. One example

of the WSM information element is shown in Fig. 21. The response may indicate a channel

which has become unavailable by indicating the maximum transmission power as 0 watt.

[00132] TV band database access time is 8 octets in length and it indicates the TSF

timestamp when a STA accesses TV bands database to get the TVWS Access information.

Each White Space Channel Unit has the structure shown in Fig. 22.

[00133] Fig. 22 shows an example of a format for a White Space Channel Unit of the

TV band database response frame.

[00134] The Channel Number field is 1 octet in length. The channel number

describes where the TV channel is available for operation. As stated above, the channel

number in this field indicates a TV channel, while WLAN STA operates on available WLAN

channels within a range of identified available TV channels.

[00135] The Power Constraint contains the information necessary to allow a STA to



determine the maximum transmit power in the channel within channel map pair. It indicates

the maximum power, in dBm, allowed to be transmitted.

[00136] Hereinafter, a procedure for a STA to post a GAS query to an advertisement

server is explained according to one example of the present invention.

[00137] Upon receipt of a GAS Initial Request frame, an MLME-GAS.indication

primitive shall be issued to the STA's SME. Upon receipt of an MLME-GAS .response

primitive, .the STA shall transmit a GAS Initial Response frame to the requesting STA

according to the following procedures.

[00138] If the requesting STA is in the associated state and in the power-save mode,

the responding STA shall buffer the frame for transmission; otherwise the STA shall queue

the frame for transmission.

a) If the Advertisement Protocol ID in the Advertisement Protocol element does not equal

the value contained in any of aviable GAS Advertisement IDs (hereinafter called

as"dotl lGASAdvertisementlD MIB object"), then the STA shall not post the query to

an Advertisement Server. The STA shall transmit a directed GAS Initial Response

frame to the requesting STA containing a dialog token whose value is identical to the

dialog token in the GAS Initial Request frame, a Status Code equal to "GAS

Advertisement Protocol not supported" (see Table 3), an Advertisement Protocol

element containing the Advertisement Protocol ID used in the GAS Initial Request



frame and a Comeback Delay and Query Response Length both set to 0.

b) If the query request corresponds to an Advertisement Protocol whose server is

currently unreachable, the responding STA shall transmit a directed GAS Initial

Response frame to the requesting STA containing a dialog token whose value is

identical to the dialog token in the GAS Initial Request frame, a Status Code equal to

"Advertisement Server in the network is not currently reachable", an Advertisement

Protocol element containing an Advertisement Protocol ID equal to the Advertisement

Protocol ID contained in the GAS Initial Request frame and a Comeback Delay and

Query Response Length both set to 0. A STA receiving a status code indicating the

Advertisement Server is unreachable should wait at least 1 minute before transmitting

any further queries using the same Advertisement Protocol ID to the responding STA.

c) If the Advertisement Protocol ID in the Advertisement Protocol element equals the

value contained in any dotl 1GASAdvertisementID MIB object, then the STA shall

initialize a timer, referred to as the PostReplyTimer, to the value in

dotl IGASResponseTimeout MIB object and post the query to the Advertisement

Server identified by the Advertisement Protocol ID.

[Table 3]

StatusCode ResultCode



59 ADVERTISEMENT PROTOCOL NOT SUPP
ORTED

60 NO_OUTSTANDING_REQUEST

6 1 RESPONSE NOT RECEIVED FROM
SERVER

62 TIMEOUT

63 QUERY RESPONSE TOO LARGE

64 SERVER UNREACHABLE

65 REQUEST_INFO_NOT_AVAILABLE

66 TRANSMISSION FAILURE

RESPONSEflNFOlOF iliMlTED TIME* VA

[00139] Hereinafter, Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) procedure according to

one example of the present invention is explained.

[00140] A STA may use ANQP to retrieve information as defined in Table 1 from a

peer STA. A STA accomplishes this by transmitting one or more ANQP Info IDs or ANQP

vendor-specific query elements in the Query Request field in a GAS Initial Request frame.

In the Query, Info IDs and vendor-specific query elements, if present, shall be ordered by

non-decreasing Info ID. The ANQP Query Response comprises of ANQP elements shown

in Table 1 and shall be ordered by non-decreasing Info ID. If information is not available

for a particular ANQP element, then a query for that element will return that element with all

optional fields not present.



[00141] ANQP frame usage for Infrastructure BSSs and IBSSs shall be in accordance

with Table 4. Frame usage defines the entities permitted to transmit and receive particular

ANQP elements. When dotl llnterworkingServiceEnabled is true, STAs shall be capable of

requesting the ANQP Capability list and returning the ANQP Capability list in an ANQP

GAS message exchange; support for all other ANQP elements is optional.

[Table 4]



AP Civic Location T R T, R

The AP Location Public T R T, R
Identifier URI

Domain Name list T R —

Emergency Alert T R T, R
Identifier URI

TDLS Discovery T R T, R

TN WSiAccess' i

Symbols
T
R

[00142] In Table 4, symbol 'T' indicates ANQP element may be transmitted by MAC

entity. Symbol 'R' indicates ANQP element may be received by MAC entity. And,

symbol '— indicates ANQP element is neither transmitted nor received by MAC entity.

[00143] A STAthat encounters an unknown or reserved ANQP Info ID value in a GAS

frame received without error shall ignore that ANQP Info ID and shall parse any remaining

ANQP Info IDs.

[00144] A STA that encounters an unknown vendor-specific OI field or subfield in a

GAS frame received without error shall ignore that field or subfield respectively, and shall

parse any remaining fields or subfields for additional information with recognizable field or

subfield values.

[00145] Using the above explained ANQP, non-AP STA can retrieve the WSM

information through AP STA, where AP STA has the capability to acquire the WSM



information also using ANQP. Hereinafter, apparatuses for these non-AP STA and AP STA

are briefly explained.

[0002] FIG. 23 is a schematic block diagram of wireless apparatuses implementing

exemplary embodiments of the present invention.

[0003] An AP 700 can include a processor 710, a memory 720, a transceiver 730,

and a STA 750 may include a processor 760, a memory 770, and a transceiver 780. The

transceivers 730 and 780 transmit/receive a radio signal and implement an IEEE 802 physical

layer, and can be separated as transmitters and receivers. The processors 710 and 760 are

connected with the transceivers 730 and 760 to implement an IEEE 802 physical layer and/or

MAC layer. The processors 710 and 760 may implement the above-described channel

scanning method.

[0004] The processors 710 and 760 and/or the transceivers 730 and 780 may include

an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a different chip set, a logical circuit, and/or

a data processing unit. The memories 720 and 770 may include a read-only memory (ROM),

a random access memory (RAM), a flash memory, a memory card, a storage medium, and/or

any other storage units. When exemplary embodiments are implemented by software, the

above-described scheme may be implemented as a module (process, function, etc.)

performing the above-described functions. The module may be stored in the memories 720

and 770 and executed by the processors 710 and 760. The memories 720 and 770 may be

disposed within or outside the processors 710 and 760 and connected with the processors 710

and 760 via well-known means.



[0005] Among these elements of apparatuses for AP/STA, the structure of processor

710 or 760 all be more specifically explained.

[0006] Fig. 24 shows an exemplary structure of processor of STA apparatus

according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0007] Processor 710 or 760 of STA may have multiple layer structures, and Fig. 24

especially focuses on MAC sublayer (1410) on data link layer (DLL) and Physical layer

(1420) among these layers. As shown in Fig. 24, PHY (1420) may include PLCP entity

(physical layer convergence procedure entity; 1421) and PMD entity (physical medium

dependent entity; 1422). Both the MAC sublayer (1410) and PHY (1420) conceptually

include management entities, called MLME (MAC sublayer Management Entity; 141 1) and

PLME (physical layer management entity; 1421), respectively. These entities (1411, 1421)

provide the layer management service interfaces through which layer management functions

can be invoked.

[0008] In order to provide correct MAC operation, an SME (Station Management

Entity; 1430) is present within each STA. The SME (1430) is a layer independent entity

that can be viewed as residing in a separate management plane or as residing "off to the side."

The exact functions of the SME (1430) are not specified in this document, but in general this

entity (1430) can be viewed as being responsible for such functions as the gathering of layer-

dependent status from the various layer management entities (LMEs), and similarly setting

the value of layer-specific parameters. SME (1430) would typically perform such functions

on behalf of general system management entities and would implement standard management

protocols.



[0009] The various entities within Fig. 24 interact in various ways. Fig. 24 shows

some examples of exchanging GET/SET primitives. XX-GET.request primitive is used for

requesting the value of the given MIBattribute (management information base attribute). XX-

GET.confirm primitive is used for returning the appropriate MIB attribute value if status =

"success," otherwise returning an error indication in the Status field. XX-SET.request

primitive is used for requesting that the indicated MIB attribute be set to the given value. If

this MIB attribute implies a specific action, then this requests that the action be performed.

And, XX-SET.confirm primitive is used such that, if status = "success," this confirms that the

indicated MIB attribute was set to the requested value, otherwise it returns an error condition

in status field. If this MIB attribute implies a specific action, then this confirms that the

action was performed.

[0010] As shown in Fig. 24, MLME (141 1) and SME (1430) may exchange various

MLME_GET/SET primitives via MLME SAP (1450). According to one example of the

present invention, upon receipt of a GAS Initial Request frame, an MLME-GAS. indication

primitive shall be issued to the STA's SME (1430). Upon receipt of an MLME-

GAS.response primitive, the STA shall transmit a GAS Initial Response frame to the

requesting STA.

[0011] Also, as shown in Fig. 24, various PLCM GET/SET primitives may be

exchanged between PLME (1421) and SME (1430) via PLME_SAP (1460), and between

MLME (141 1) and PLME (1470) via MLME-PLME SAP (1470).



[0012] WSM element of one example of the present invention can be transmitted by

the sequential procedures of MAC (1410) and PHY (1420). Also, WSM element of one

example of the present invention can be received by the sequential procedures of PHY (1420)

and MAC (1410).

[0013] Although the examples and embodiments of the present invention have been

disclosed in view of each aspect of the invention, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

examples and embodiments of each aspect of the invention can be incorporated. And, there

can be advantages not explicitly discussed, since they are obvious from the description for

those skilled in the art.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for a non-AP (Access Point) station, operating as an unlicensed device

in a White Space where the unlicensed device is permitted to operate within available

channels not used by a licensed device, to retrieve information for the available channels

from an AP station, the method comprising:

transmitting a request frame to the AP station, wherein the request frame comprises

an identifier indicating a specific protocol related to an operation within the White Space,

wherein the AP station has a capability to acquire the information for the available channels

from a database using the specific protocol; and

receiving a response frame comprising a White Space Map (WSM) indicating the

information for the available channels using the specific protocol from the AP station,

wherein the WSM comprises frequency information for the available channels.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the WSM comprises one or more white space

channel units, and each of the white space channel units comprises a channel number field

indicating one of the available channels and a power constraint field indicating a maximum

allowable power on the indicated channel.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the request frame comprises a probe request frame,

and the response frame comprises a probe response frame.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the request frame comprises a Generic



Advertisement Service (GAS) initial request frame, and the response frame comprises a GAS

initial response frame, and

wherein the GAS initial request frame comprises an Advertisement Protocol Element

whose element ID indicates the specific protocol.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the specific protocol comprises Access Network

Query Protocol (ANQP).

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the GAS initial request frame further comprises

an ANQP element whose information ID indicates a TV White Space (TVWS) access

element.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the GAS initial response frame further comprises

an ANQP element whose information ID indicates a TV White Space (TVWS) access

element.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the TVWS access element in the GAS initial

response frame comprises:

a database access time field indicating when the AP station accessed the database to

get the WSM; and

one or more white space channel units corresponding to the WSM.



9. The method of claim 4, wherein the GAS initial response frame further comprises

information on a location of the AP station, and information on a coverage within which the

WSM is valid.

10. A non-AP (Access Point) station, operating as an unlicensed device in a White

Space where the unlicensed device is permitted to operate within available channels not used

by a licensed device, for receiving information for the available channels from an AP station,

the non-AP station comprising:

a transmitter configured for transmitting a request frame to the AP station, wherein

the request frame comprises an identifier indicating a specific protocol related to an

operation within the White Space, wherein the AP station has a capability to acquire the

information for the available channels from a database using the specific protocol; and

a receiver configured for receiving a response frame comprising a White Space Map

(WSM) indicating the information for the available channels from the AP station using the

specific protocol, wherein the WSM comprises frequency information for the available

channels.

11. The non-AP station of claim 10, wherein the WSM comprises one or more white

space channel units, and each of the white space channel units comprises a channel number

field indicating one of the available channels and a power constraint field indicating a

maximum allowable power on the indicated channel.



12. The non-AP station of claim 10, wherein the request frame comprises a probe

request frame, and the response frame comprises a probe response frame.

13. The non-AP station of claim 10, wherein the request frame comprises a Generic

Advertisement Service (GAS) initial request frame, and the response frame comprises a CAS

initial response frame, and

wherein the GAS initial request frame comprises an Advertisement Protocol Element

whose element ID indicates the specific protocol.

14. The non-AP station of claim 13, wherein the specific protocol comprises Access

Network Query Protocol (ANQP).

15. The non-AP station of claim 14, wherein the GAS initial request frame further

comprises an ANQP element whose information ID indicates a TV White Space (TVWS)

access element.

16. The non-AP station of claim 14, wherein the GAS initial response frame further

comprises an ANQP element whose information ID indicates a TV White Space (TVWS)

access element.

17. The non-AP station of claim 16, wherein the TVWS access element in the GAS

initial response frame comprises:



a database access time field indicating when the AP station accessed the database to

get the WSM; and

one or more white space channel units corresponding to the WSM.

18. The non-AP station of claim 13, wherein the GAS initial response frame further

comprises information on a location of the AP station, and information on a coverage within

which the WSM is valid.
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